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Introduction
Watch some playas from the 'hood lay their best rap down on fine ass bitches from around the block.
They talk these sweet urban Ho's outta 'they clothes faster than a large flat screen television disappears
from a Korean electronics store during a riot! At the Booty Studio, hot black ass is always on tap!

Adult Review
Booty Studio is one of those sites that just gets it - no one can resist the look of those perfect asses bouncing up, down, and all
around. Black asses, white asses, Latina asses - these phat ass hos are all ready for some action.
  
  There's nothing quite like seeing asses in hardcore action - especially when the video angles get you up close and personal
with the jiggles and wiggles of those butts.
  
  Booty Studio is a part of a larger network, so the main member's area is mostly set up to help you get around to all of the
other parts - you'll be looking for the Featured Series link to get directly to the big booty action that Booty Studio has to offer.
  
  There are 29 episodes in total in this collection - each video runs around 30 minutes of ass smacking goodness, and there's
200 photos per episode to immortalize the event. The videos come in three different downloadable formats, and one
streaming: Xvid, WMV, MP4, and Flash. If you're looking for the best way to watch these asses swallowing hard dicks
whole, then you're going to want to go for the Xvid. This shows at a wonderful 576x432 and 2mbps, which is more than
enough to let you go full screen for all of the fun. The WMV is a quicker download, while the MP4 is made for mobile
devices. Finally, the flash is the fastest option, with quick and clear streaming. None of these options have DRM, so you'll
never have to be away from your favorite booty for long.
  
  The photo sets have crisp and clear photos at 1024x680, and as mentioned there are over 200 photos per set. The
photographer makes sure to follow the video action pretty closely, even though these aren't vidcaps. Both strip tease
beginning and hardcore endings are covered throughout these photo sets, and you can save your favorite part of the scene in
picture form.
  
  One of the episodes shows Roxxie and her perfect light ebony ass - it's well rounded, looks like one slap will set it jiggling
for hours, and she has it naked and spread to invite anyone in for a fun ride.
  
  The Pimproll network is also a part of your membership to Booty Studio, and you are going to love it! There are over 120
bonus sites and 23,000 scenes - obviously they're not all about the luscious big booties that you've been enjoying at Booty
Studio, but it gets you new porn every day! 

Porn Summary
Booty Studio has a solid collection of big booty porn that shows off black, white, and Latina booties. Although the site itself
doesn't update, the network that you get with your membership updates daily with new hardcore porn and a massive
collection.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Quality smut on a huge network that needs a better interface'
Quality: 84  Updates: 70 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 70
Support: 90 Unique: 79    Taste: 84        Final: 79
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